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I love winter. I haven’t always, but kind of taught myself to. Whether
it’s curling under a blanket with a cup of tea and hanging out with my
partner. Or going out for coffee with a friend, or snowshoeing with
my Mom in a beautiful snow covered landscape. Or putting a warm
sweater on, or eating some warm soup. Winter can be beautiful. A
time of rest, healing, reflection, love, community, hibernation.
Whatever winter means to you.
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Warm food help warm the body. A nice cup of chamomile help keep
you be in good spirits. I like to add warming herbs to my foods, such
as cinnamon. I like to get outside too. I dress really warm so I can feel
comfortable in the cold. I wear a warm layer of tights under my jeans.
I bring a scarf, a hat and warm boots if I need them. A nice jacket and
warm sweaters. I have a weather app on my phone which makes it
super easy to check the day’s weather report. Sometimes I bring a
warm beverage with me. Some of my favorites include, chamomile,
lemon ginger tea, or raspberry leaf tea. If I feel a cold coming on, I
may take Vitamin C.
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warm clothes, a warm home,
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and friends and family. I’m
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grateful to be able to come
to Potential Place too. I try to eat healthy, but I’m still
learning how to do that. I drink water to keep me
hydrated and use lotion on dry skin, lip chap, and rose
water on my face, to help my skin stay healthy. It’s been
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hard to get enough water so I’ve learned to fill up a large pitcher of water, and leave it on the
counter so I can have easy access to drinking water every day. This has helped me drink more
water.
I still eats treats, but try to make sure I’m having some healthy food too. Still working on that one. I
have some things I like to do for self-care such as a lying down meditation, or listening to music.
Or occasionally watching a movie or TV. I also try to remember to be grateful, and to keep my
spirits up, even though sometimes I get down from the weather. I remind myself to be kind to
myself and others, and forgive myself and others if things get a bit frustrating. I have so much to
be grateful for, and I like to go through a list of what I’m grateful for at times.
I’ve been volunteering every two weeks at the seniors’ centre, which I love. They are so sweet
and they love playing shuffleboard. I’m grateful for that, for my partner, my friends, my family,
and for my supports, including Potential Place, and all my friends here, and the work we get to do
at Potential Place.
Enjoy the winter! Embrace the cold! See the sparkles in the snow! Stay warm, Stay positive, and
Take good care of yourself and others.

Colouring can
be a great
way to relax
as well!
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Frank’s Blog
Frank’s Blog – Stomping out Stigma – A New Year’s Resolution

The lives of people with mental health conditions are often
plagued by stigma as well as discrimination. Stigma is a
negative stereotype. Stigma is a reality for many people with a
mental illness, and they report that how others judge them is
one of their greatest barriers to a complete and satisfying life.
Stigma differs from discrimination. Discrimination is unfair
treatment due to a person’s identity, which includes race,
ancestry, place-of-origin, colour, ethnic origin, citizenship,
creed, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, age, marital status, family
status or disability, including mental disorder.
Stigma is the negative stereotype and discrimination is the behaviour that results from this
negative stereotype. Often, individuals with a mental illness are faced with multiple,
intersecting layers of discrimination as a result of their mental illness and their identity. For
example, a woman with a mental illness may experience discrimination due to sexism as well
as her illness, and a racialized individual may experience discrimination due to racism in
addition to their mental illness. In addition, living with discrimination can have a negative
impact on mental health.
Media influence on public attitudes
Many studies have found that media and the entertainment industry play a key role in
shaping public opinions about mental health and illness. People with mental health
conditions are often depicted as dangerous, violent and unpredictable. News stories that
sensationalize violent acts by a person with a mental health condition are typically featured
as headline news; while there are fewer articles that feature stories of recovery or positive
news concerning similar individuals. Entertainment frequently features negative images and
stereotypes about mental health conditions, and these portrayals have been strongly linked
to the development of fears and misunderstanding.
Impact of negative public attitudes
There are significant consequences to the public misperceptions and fears. Stereotypes
about mental health conditions have been used to justify bullying. Some individuals have
been denied adequate housing, health insurance and jobs due to their history of mental
illness. Due to the stigma associated with the illness, many people have found that they lose
their self-esteem and have difficulty making friends. Sometimes, the stigma attached to
mental health conditions is so pervasive that people who suspect that they might have a
mental health condition are unwilling to seek help for fear of what others may think.
Experiences of stigma and discrimination is one of their greatest barriers to a satisfying life.
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What each of us can do to stop stigma and discrimination?
Use the STOP criteria to recognize attitudes and actions that support the stigma of mental
health conditions. It’s easy, just ask yourself if what you hear:
•
Stereotypes people with mental health conditions (that is, assumes they are all alike
rather than individuals)?
•

Trivializes or belittles people with mental health conditions and/or the condition itself?

•

Offends people with mental health conditions by insulting them?

•
Patronizes people with mental health conditions by treating them as if they were not as
good as other people?
If you see something in the media which does not pass the STOP criteria, speak up! Call or
write to the writer or publisher of the newspaper, magazine or book; the radio, TV or movie
producer; or the advertiser who used words which add to the misunderstanding of mental
illness. Help them realize how their words affect people with mental health conditions.
Let’s start with ourselves. We can all be thoughtful about our own choice of words. Let us all
use accurate and sensitive words when talking about people with mental health conditions.
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Housing in Calgary
Jordan F.

The New Year and the winter season are good times to reflect on the housing situation in
Calgary. As 2020 begins, there continues to be a need for more affordable housing in Calgary.
The 2018 Alberta Point-In-Time Homeless Count reported that 2,911 individuals were homeless at
the time. Housing the most vulnerable residents is the first priority.
Unfortunately, the housing issues in Calgary go beyond
homelessness. Many more households have unstable income and
housing situations that put them at risk of becoming homeless.
Calgary has a severe lack of affordable housing options when
compared to other major Canadian cities. As of 2017, only 3.6% of all the housing in Calgary was
non-market housing – contrast this with the fact that “21% of Calgary households do not have
sufficient income to afford an average rental apartment in the market” (City of Calgary, 2017). The
City of Calgary is in a situation where many people simply cannot afford the housing options that
exist. Calgary needs more housing options for people who have lower or fixed incomes and are
unable to afford market rent.
Potential Place has been working on a Clubhouse Redesign project
that will increase the number of affordable housing units in Calgary.
We are working with a commercial joint-venture partner to
construct a purpose-built facility that will consist of commercial
retail units on the first floor, Potential Place Clubhouse on the 2nd
floor, and 80 affordable rental units on the 2nd-5th floors.
We have applied for funding through the National Housing Strategy
and we hope to know the status of our project by late spring/early
summer. Regardless of the outcome, we can continue to encourage organizations and other
stakeholders in Calgary to seek out innovative solutions to remedy the lack of affordable housing
in the city.
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February Art Show
Ron R.

The Clubhouse Artist community is planning an art sale on February 6th and 7th at Venue
308 on the first floor of the Louise Block building where Potential Place is located. It will
feature original oil, acrylic and watercolour paintings as well as prints and drawings available
for purchase. Proceeds from the sale go to member artists and the clubhouse operating
budget.
Samples of some of the work.

By Becky, photo on wood panel.

By Olivier, Acrylic & Watercolour on Canvas.

By Jenny, Acrylic on Canvas.
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A Sweet Heart of a Raffle:
Clubhouse 50/50 Raffle
Help raise funds for Potential Place, and get a chance to win up to $10 000 in 2020!
The Clubhouse is having a 50/50 Raffle, with the winner being drawn on Feb 14th.Tickets are $10,
and only 2000 are being sold - so get yours soon!
Call Shauna at 403 690 4152 or speak with a staff at Potential Place.
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Potential Place 2019 Annual Report is Out!

The Potential Place 2019 Annual Report
is now out and available, either in print
from the Clubhouse or digitally on our
website. Everyone interested is
welcome to come by and pick one up,
or take a few to distribute.
You can view our Report online here:
https://potentialplace.org/donate/

Potential Place Challenger Announcement
Starting in 2020, the Potential Place monthly newsletter The Challenger, will be moving to a bimonthly release schedule – as in, every two months. So our next Challenger will be out in March
2020.
Instead of producing one newsletter a month, we will instead be producing two separate
newsletters. While the Challenger becomes bi-monthly and will continue to focus on Clubhouse
news & updates, we will be starting a brand new quarterly newsletter in March for those outside
of the Clubhouse! Stay tuned for more information soon.
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Bell Let’s Talk
Taken from the Bell Let’s Talk Website: letstalk.bell.ca
Dedicated to moving mental health forward in Canada, Bell Let’s Talk promotes awareness and
action with a strategy built on 4 key pillars: Fighting the stigma, improving access to care,
supporting world-class research and leading by example in workplace mental health.
One of the biggest hurdles for anyone suffering from mental illness is overcoming the stigma
attached to it. The annual Bell Let’s Talk awareness campaign and Day is driving the national
conversation to help reduce this stigma and promote awareness and understanding, and talking
is an important first step towards lasting change.
Bell supports a variety of
organizations, including grassroots
agencies, local hospitals and
universities, to help provide
Canadians with support services
when and where they need it.
Research holds the greatest promise
to better understand treatments and
cures. Bell is investing in best-in-class
research programs with the potential
to have a transformative impact on
the mental health and well-being of
Canadians.
Mental health is the leading cause of
workplace disability in Canada and
represents 15% of Canada’s burden of
disease. Bell is committed to leading
by example in our own workplace by
adopting the voluntary Standard for
Psychological Health and Safety in
the Workplace and is encouraging
greater corporate engagement
across Canada.
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Education Updates
Question My Knowledge
Bart C.

I can remember back when I was in a nursery as an infant. I used to like getting
stars by my name for coming into the class. All I knew was my name was Bart.
Then I realized life as a grown up takes a lot of time. So I began to educate myself
with subjects and living life as a learner. I was and still am someone who likes to
learn. After grade 12, where I had started to experience mental illness, my
education ended. Then what I learned from the streets was my education. I always
thought about beginning to educate myself again. That was when I schooled
myself in writing. Now and into the future I am a freelance writer. I have written
600 speeches for public speaking, among other things. I was a part of Toast
Masters for 4 years. I wanted to continue my education and writing at Potential
Place, and I have been given the opportunity through the Education Grant program.
So 500 dollars came to me for tuition and books, and I started 6 months of study at
a writing class, and now am booked for 4 more months in the same school. Amen
for school!
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Employment Updates
Transitional Employment at Staples
Hunter K.
Hello my name is Hunter Kimpel, I was recently selected to visit Staples for a tour about
Customer Service job position available in Chinook. Out of the few who attended the tour, I was
chosen for the job position at Staples. The job description involved stocking, re-stocking shelves,
labeling out-of-stock store items for sale, cleaning up store floors, work area, and working on
Planograms when required. So far I’ve only worked for the first week on the job stocking, restocking of shelves, and labeling out-of-stock store items for sale. Job dates and times included
6 month time of employment from December 2019 to July 2020, work hours from 8am to 12pm
on Mondays and Wednesdays except for Holidays. I am excited to continue to learn, grow, and
be part of more Staples Customer Service! Thank you to Potential Place for giving me this
opportunity!

New Transitional Employment Position!
Hannelore W.
Hi my name is Hannelore Wilson I have been a member of potential place for a long time I have
been involved with the TE program ( Transitional Employment) at Potential place and have just
started a TE with a company called Independent Living Resource centre For one day a week
from 10 am until 12 pm through potential place . Every TE we get helps members get back into
the work force.
When I went for the tour at independent resource centre, with Enitan and met the employer I was
happy to start the following week even though it is only 1 day a
week every Wednesday my first day was really good and the
employer really likes me when I come and start right away. I feel
good knowing that I am representing potential place for this TE.
In conclusion, I enjoy having the opportunity for employment
through potential place and I encourage others to apply for a TE as
well.
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Anastacia: A Survivor’s Story
Moe A.
Anastacia is an American singer, songwriter, producer and former dancer born in Chicago in
September 17 1968.
She has battled numerous health problems including being diagnosed with digestive
complications when 13, back to back breast cancer at the age of 34 and a heart condition
afterwards.
Got her global fame in 2000 with the release of her first and second album with the hit single “I’m
Outta Love” and later with the song “Boom” the official song of 2002 FIFA World Cup (soccer),
where she performed live, following multi-platinum albums, five Top 10 Billboard’s Club Dance
Hits.
She writes her own songs with touching lyrics. Her style can vary from Motown, R&B, Dance and
even Heavy Metal and Gothic Rock.
She became only the second woman to be presented with the Humanitarian Award at the GQ
Men of the Year Awards in 2013 for her own battle with cancer and her contribution for breast
cancer research.
Her music and lyrics are a vivid reflection of her pain and her take on our journey in life where
we all gonna sing the same song at the end.
Her noticeable albums are:
•

“Anastacia” for her Heavy Metal and Gothic Rock sound.

•

“Heavy Rotation” for her Motown and dance

• “Not That Kind” for her inspirational style and the
following hit single “Not that Kind”.
• Her single “Pieces of a Dream” from the same titled
album in the manner of Gothic Rock.
•

“Resurrection” for reflections of her battle with life.
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Creative Corner
Act of Accomplishment
Bart Collie
Increase the amount double, stay for the ride, simply being fascinated.
Come I will, tell you about it. Long and before I opened my eyes there was an act of
accomplishment.
To see this for real, have much zeal.
Construction on the foundation is up for task, how and where just ask.
It has been done ahead of time. An act to keep on trying, look at what has been had.
Learning a new trade, as the motion goes up, so does my reasoning, to see what I have got.
A lot of effort is what I bought to be part of an outfit, a team, this is an act of being seen.
Take an earnest plea, bring your best of which we can act the accomplishment.
All is situated, can you show me how it is done, and I need to learn it for my journey, take your
time no hurry.

Photography
by Becky W.
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Film Reviews
Matrix 1 & 2 film review - by Ron Rockey
This film is about a dystopian future where machines have taken over the planet, and humans
live in a subterranean network of tunnels having to defend against the constant barrage of
machine intelligence.
Sentinels are these large cybernetic machines that do search and destroy missions for the AI
controlling the superstructure which feeds humans an illusory holographic universe in an
incubation type system.
The main character Neo and Morpheus, his partner, pilot the Nebuchadnezzar to do recon
missions and try to fight off the AI. It is interesting to make analogies between the concepts in this
film series and the way we put together reality in our world around us. It is no joke that AI has
become commonplace with products like Google’s Android AI and Amazon’s AI as well. It ought
to be mentioned those are mass marketed consumer products, and not some of the
experimental high-powered AI in labs.
With the introduction of Sophia in Saudi Arabia as
full-fledged citizen of the country it marks a new
direction for computer and machine intelligence.
There is a kind of religious yet openly curious style
to the script of this movie.
I liked both of these films. And I recommend them
strongly to anyone.
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Social Recreation in December

YAOP at Snowy
Village Cafe

Christmas at
15
Heritage Park

Potential Place
Christmas Party!
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January Meetings

17

Social Recreation Calenda r
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Fun & Puzzles
Which composer likes tea the
most?

Chai-kovsky.

Did You Know?

Did you know grapes light on fire in
the microwave?
If you were to drop a cut grape into
the microwave and heat it,
something incredible would
happen: The little fruit would spit
out tiny glowing jets that happen to
be a weird state of matter called
plasma.
Did you know Lobsters have clear
blood?
Most of us are well aware that lobster
shells change color when exposed to
heat (like in a pot of boiling water, for
example). But the sea creatures' blood
is also intriguing. Lobster blood is
initially clear and turns blue when it
hits oxygen.
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Please Donate to Potential Place
Charitable # 895282358RR0001
Your Donation Will Support
Please Check One
Non-Restricted Funds – Can be applied to any one of our current programs
Program Supports – Community Connection – Café/Bistro - Marketing
Continuing Education Supports
Transitional Employment Program
Social Recreation Supports
YAOP Supports – Young Adults of Potential
Housing Supports

Donation Amount
One - Time

Monthly – Until MM / DD / YYYY

Enter the Amount
/

/

Message/Instructions for Potential Place Society

Payment Information
Credit Card Type
Card Number
Expiry Date

Month

Year

Card Holder Name

Telephone
(

Address

City

)
Province

Please Print and fax to 403-216-9251 or scan and e-mail to: navi.sahota@potentialplace.org
Address – 110, 999 – 8th Street SW | Calgary, Alberta | T2R 1J5
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Postal Code

